
As we close the chapter on 2020, I am 

honored to step into the very big shoes 

left by Valerie Goo, the longest serving 

President in ABTL history, and serve 

as your new President.  While there is 

still uncertainty as we navigate how and 

when to return to in-person programming 

safely, I’m confident that with the 

leadership and support of my fellow 

Executive Board members—Manuel 

Cachán (Vice President), Kevin Boyle (Treasurer), and Michael 

Mallow (Secretary)—and Executive Director Linda Sampson, we 

will continue to steer the ABTL to new heights.  

While we await the return of in-person programming, Robert 

Wallan kicked off our virtual programing efforts on March 23 with 

an insightful discussion with our board members Judge Gutierrez, 

Justice Segal, Judge Taylor, and Judge Wardlaw on the state and 

future of the courts in COVID.  Next month, Andre Cronthall and 

board member Judge Brazile will host our first ever state-wide 

webinar featuring a discussion with our newest Supreme Court 

Justice Jenkins.  And not to be outdone, our Young Lawyers 

Division will be hosting an online discussion this month between 

board member Suzelle Smith and Senator Doug Jones regarding 

lessons learned in his illustrious career that is sure to be a draw for 

our young lawyer members.  

Notwithstanding COVID, I’m happy to report that our 

membership continues to grow and diversify.  We now have a 

record number of members from westside firms on both the plaintiff 

and defense sides of the bar.  Our work as an organization reflects 

our ongoing commitment to promoting thoughtful discourse 

between the bar and the bench.  Our civility committee, led by 

Amy Lucas and Dan Warshaw and comprised of almost two dozen 

board member judges and attorneys, continues to meet regularly 

and explore how to transform civility in our practice from an 

aspirational objective to a requirement. A special thank you to our 

former board member Justice Brian Currey for his commitment 

and work on this important committee.   

As much as we’ve been able to accomplish virtually, I miss 

seeing and connecting in-person with each of you at our ABTL 

cocktail receptions and dinners.  As I’ve been navigating a year 

of virtual work and school with my children, I rely even more 

on my Zoom time with my colleagues and friends in the ABTL 

community to stay connected.  I’m happy to report that planning 

for the annual seminar in-person and in Hawaii is well under way, 

as well as initial planning for in-person programming in the second 

half of this year.  I look forward to seeing everyone soon and 

celebrating what we’ve been able to accomplish both personally 

and professionally in the face of these unimaginable challenges. 

In the meantime, stay well and see you soon.
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FROM THE TRENCHES: THE
SPONTANEOUS STATEMENT

EXCEPTION TO THE HEARSAY RULE

“Objection, hearsay” is probably
the single most uttered objection in
trials as attorneys on both sides of the
aisle attempt to use this rule of
evidence to gut the other side’s case.
Because the hearsay rule can
ultimately prevent the jury from
hearing critical evidence that may
make or break your case,
understanding its exceptions is crucial.
In a recent jury trial, we faced a

hearsay objection that sought to
exclude a key statement made by an
eyewitness to a police officer. We
represented a young man whose
vehicle was struck by a 22,000-pound
dump truck driving through an
intersection. The defense’s position

was that the dump truck driver had entered the intersection
on a yellow light and that our client had sped into the
intersection just as his light turned green. An eyewitness to
the crash testified at her deposition that she told the police
officer at the scene that she saw “the white work truck run
the red light and hit the blue Nissan Versa.” But because the
witness now lived in Texas, she was unavailable to testify at
trial. Moreover, at her deposition, she was only asked what
she told the police officer, rather than simply “What did you
see?” And since we inherited the case after her deposition, we
did not have the ability to ask that question. So, her statement
to the police officer was all we had.
Because the defense was disputing liability and because
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SHOULD YOU SEEK WRIT REVIEW?
CALIFORNIA AND FEDERAL
STANDARDS FOR GRANTING

MANDAMUS RELIEF

It’s a common conversation, and
one you’ve probably had.
A client reeling from an adverse

ruling wants to go straight to the
appellate court for relief. You explain
that most interlocutory rulings aren’t
immediately appealable, and that
review will have to wait until the end
of the case. The client asks if there’s

some other option—and suddenly, you’re in the position of
assessing whether this might be the rare case where the Court
of Appeal or Ninth Circuit would grant a writ petition
allowing discretionary review.

Most practitioners know that writ petitions are an
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